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Encountering Light 
SMoCA’s Fall Exhibitions 

 
Scottsdale, Arizona. This fall the Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art (SMoCA) presents a trio of 
exhibitions that explore light in all its drama and brilliance. Kelly Richardson: Tales on the Horizon 
transports visitors to possible futures: the red surface of Mars where the sun illuminates scattered remains of 
abandoned space missions and a darkened southwestern landscape where shots of light and smoke 
punctuate a star-filled sky. In Chris Fraser: Looking Back, visitors enter a built environment in which their 
bodies obscure and reveal a variously colored column of light, casting myriad intertwined, animated shadows. 
And, Bruce Munro: Ferryman’s Crossing conjures the illusion of the reflection of light playing over running 
water in order to craft a metaphor of time and its swift passage.  
 
SMoCA Interim Director Sara Cochran notes: “Light—an overpowering and startling light—is fundamental to 
life in the desert. SMoCa’s fall exhibitions explore this extraordinary element in its many forms: information 
from a distant planet, a physical phenomenon with which to interact, and an essential aspect of the beauty of 
nature. We look forward to sharing these unique artistic experiences with our viewers. Too often, we take light 
for granted. These exhibitions ask us to slow down and reevaluate this exquisite and vital element of our lives.” 
As always, dynamic and thoughtful programs will complement these exhibitions. SMoCA is particularly excited 
to premiere in Arizona artist Tom Sachs’ 2015 film A Space Program on Thursday, November 19. The film 
documents how the artist and his team hand-built an entire space program to send two female astronauts to 
Mars. Sachs will be present to discuss his film and work. 
 
 
Kelly Richardson: Tales on the Horizon | September 12, 2015 – January 10, 2016 
Drama and stillness, beauty and strangeness, hard science and science fiction—these dualities come together 
in the work of Kelly Richardson. Blending the traditions of 19th-century landscape painting and 20th-century 
cinema with 21st-century scientific research, the artist crafts video installations that offer imaginative glimpses 
into the future and prompt a careful consideration of the present. Richardson sees science fiction as “one of 
the best tools we have to visualize and experience to some degree what life might be like,” and she argues that 
“given the state of things environmentally, culturally . . . there has never been a more important time to 
visualize our potential futures.” 
 
Organized by the Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art  
Sponsored by Walter and Karla Goldschmidt Foundation and by Tamar Weiss in memory of Emil Weiss 
 
 
Architecture + Art Chris Fraser: Looking Back | October 3, 2015 – January 10, 2016 
Oakland-based artist Chris Fraser brings his experiments in light, shadow and movement to the Scottsdale 
Museum of Contemporary Art’s fourth iteration of the groundbreaking series, Architecture + Art. Inspired by 
Arizona’s exquisite sky and the experimental architecture found at Biosphere II, Kitt Peak National Observatory 
and Arcosanti—Fraser will create a luminous room-sized environmental sculpture. Among the balanced 
columns and hemispheres situated in the space, shafts of light flood the interior as visitors navigate shape-
shifting silhouettes. As in all of Fraser’s installations, the enveloping visual effects in Looking Back will be 



perceptible only as visitors carefully explore its interior. A second, optical installation outside the museum will 
reflect the desert sun. 
 
Architecture + Art furthers the Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art’s mission to champion innovation in 
contemporary art, architecture and design. For this series, SMoCA commissions architects and artists to create 
site-specific installations in response to the spatial, environmental and social context of the Museum’s site in 
Scottsdale, Arizona. The series pushes forward this increasingly important area of creative activity in the field 
of contemporary art and the ways in which architecture is presented in an art museum setting. 
 
Organized by the Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art 
Sponsored by the Walter and Karla Goldschmidt Foundation and by Tamar Weiss in memory of Emil Weiss 
 
 
Bruce Munro: Ferryman’s Crossing | October 3, 2015 – April 24, 2016  
British artist Bruce Munro creates large-scale immersive light-based installations. He is best known for his work 
in natural setting such as Field of Light which was made of 15,000 separate lights that slowly change color in 
order to create a gleaming field of light and was shown at Long Knoll in Wiltshire, Eden Project in Cornwall and 
Longwood Gardens in Pennsylvania. He has also participated in exhibition at the Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum and the Victoria and Albert Museum among others. Munro is interested in the layering of ideas and 
interpretations that is created by using different materials, technologies, locations and scales.  
 
His exhibition at the Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art—Bruce Munro: Ferryman’s Crossing—
represents his first solo museum show. This installation consists of shimmering roles of reflective compact 
discs lit by pulsating spotlight that evokes sunlight bouncing off the surface of flowing water. Munro uses light 
in his work to animate environments and provoke different associations in the viewers’ minds. This work at 
SMoCA uses the metaphor of light reflected off water as an allegory for the continuous flow of time, bringing 
together past, present and future. 
 
Organized by the Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art 
Sponsored by Walter and Karla Goldschmidt Foundation, Paul Giancola and Carrie Lynn Richardson 
 
Bruce Munro: Ferryman’s Crossing at SMoCA is being shown in conjunction with an exciting series of work by the artist at 
different cultural venues around the region including the Desert Botanical Gardens, Scottsdale Public Art’s Canal 
Convergence and Lisa Sette Gallery. 
 
 
Archilumen | October 2, 2015– January 10, 2016 | The SMoCA Young@Art Gallery 
Our cities are experiencing incredible growth and innovation that will drastically change urban living in the 
coming years. Drawing inspiration from recent developments in architecture and “smart city” technology, 
students imagine and create a fanciful “city of light.” High school students from the New School for Arts and 
Academics worked with artist Hilary Harp and their art teacher Hank Fries to create the work for this exhibition. 
 
The Young@Art Gallery is located in Scottsdale Center for the Performing Arts and is open 10:00a – 5:00p 
Monday – Saturday, 12:00p – 5:00p Sunday, and during evening events. 
 
The Young@Art Gallery is sponsored by the Robert and Mercedes Eichholz Foundation and Macy’s. 

 
 

SAVE THE DATE FOR SMoCA’s FALL OPENING CELEBRATION: Friday, October 2 | 7 -9 p | FREE 
 
The Scottsdale Cultural Council, a private, non-profit 501(c)(3) organization, is contracted by the City of Scottsdale, Arizona, to 
administer certain city arts and cultural projects and to manage the city-owned Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art, Scottsdale 
Center for the Performing Arts and Scottsdale Public Art. The programs of the Scottsdale Cultural Council are made possible, in part, 
by the support of members and donors and grants received from the Arizona Commission on the Arts through appropriations from the 
Arizona State Legislature.  
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